
CSE 121: Operating Systems - Architecture and Implementation
Homework 3
Winter 2007

Due: Thursday, March 8th, by email to snoeren@cs.ucsd.edu

1 µ-Kernels

a) Both Mach and L4 were forced to make a number of contortions to deal with the features of
various hardware. In the context of a µ-kernel, give a specific example of how a micro-kernel
might adapt to the presence or absence of the following features:

• Tagged TLBs

• Segment registers

• Virtually-tagged caches (i.e., caches indexed by virtual address instead of physical)

• Large (e.g., 64-bit or more) virtual address spaces

2 Nooks

a) Because of the way Nooks detects errors, it cannot recover from all types of driver failures.
What classes of error can it not detect? Why not extend Nooks to address these failure
modes?

b) As we discussed in class, Nooks is not a complete solution in that while it prevents the OS
from crashing, and allows the kernel to “reboot” the device driver, it does nothing to prevent
an application from noticing the driver has crashed and is being rebooted. The Nooks authors
addressed this problem in follow-on work which developed so-called shadow drivers that sat
between applications and the real drivers. Describe two different ways in which the rebooting
of device drivers could impact applications, and how you might expect shadow drivers to
address them.

3 Exokernels

a) Previously, we’ve seen how various operating systems have played games with the kernel
address space to improve the efficiency of system calls. What address space do you think the
Exokernel lives in? Justify your answer.

b) In order to share access to the network device, the Exokernel allows applications to download
packet filters into the kernel that specify which packets an application is interested in. List
two potential challenges to this approach, and how you might address them.
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c) We discussed in class how the Exokernel used capabilities to enforce protection without spec-
ifying access policies. This separation becomes especially tricky when attempting to grant
access to a file system across distinct processes. In particular, the kernel does not understand
the file system structure, yet needs to decide whether to grant access to a particular disk
block. One approach would be to segregate the disk into separate partitions with exclusive
access, but this severely limits the sharing potential. The Exokernel, on the other hand,
allows multiple processes to access the same file system. How might you extend the packet
filter example to apply to disk blocks? Why might it be harder to implement?

4 Virtual machines

a) As opposed to Disco and VMWare, Xen is a paravirtualized Virtual machine. What is the
main advantage of paravirtualization? What is the principal disadvantage?

b) Both Intel and AMD have recently released new chipsets with virtualization support—additional
features included to simplify the design and improve the performance of VMMs. Give three
distinct features you might imagine they implemented and why.
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